Abstract-A linear array constituted by a finite number of conducting cylinders is modelled via the conventional method of auxiliary sources (MAS). Initially, the global coupling relating cylinders permits the near and far fields calculation. Finally, taking into account partial coupling describing neighbouring cylinders leads to a partially filled matrix, so therefore the computational cost is significantly reduced. Global and partial coupling reveals the same results for the chosen arrays.
INTRODUCTION
The method of auxiliary sources is a numerical technique used extensively to solve boundary problems [1] . According to the MAS, the EM fields within each domain are expressed as a linear combination of analytical solutions of Helmets equation. These particular solutions constitute the base of auxiliary sources placed on the auxiliary contour surrounded by the physical one [2] .
The MAS is applied to model coupling between different, infinitely, and parallel conducting cylinders, illuminated by a TMz monochromatic plane wave. The global coupling is modelled by the mutual satisfaction of the boundary conditions just on the collocation points of every cylinder.
These boundary conditions lead to a linear system having as solution the amplitude and phase of scattered field [3] .
In the general case, every constitutive part of an array interacts with the rest of the array in the purpose to model exact or global coupling between different parts witch lead to a completely filled matrix entraining a difficult computation.
In the order to decrease the computational cost, we suppose that every cylinder is coupled with only the adjacent or the two adjacent one. The mathematical calculus show that the global matrix is fully simplified and the implementation code realized with Mathematica justify the low computational cost achieved by this approximation.
Numerical results (RCS, pattern field) reveal good agreement with references [5, 8] .
At the end, we have numerical results justifying the technique and the possibility to extend it to macro arrays (or for the other parts of the physical problems involving many mutual interactions. . .).
An e jωt time convention is assumed and suppressed throughout the paper.
FORMULATION
A TMz monochromatic plane wave illuminate under the ϕ i incidence a linear array of K infinite, PEC, circular cylinders positioned along the x-axis (Fig. 1) . The incident transverse magnetic wave has an electric field:
Here, z denote unit vector in the z direction, since the incident electric field is z directed and independent of z with uniform cylinders along z, then we deduce that the scattered field is z directed too, reducing the scattering problem to a bidirectional one.
For every cylinder, the auxiliary sources are regularly distributed along the auxiliary contour surrounded by the physical one on which are positioned the collocation points.
An auxiliary source (x n , x n ) produce an electric field expressed as:
Where, H
0 (·) is the Hankel function of the second kind of first order and A n the complex current. According to the standard impedance boundary condition (SIBC), the tangential component of the total electric field must be continuous on the boundary [4] , then for a PEC:
Applying this relation on every boundary cylinder, we obtain a linear system composed of K Equations. Where, the unknowns A n as mentioned before represent the complex currents.
E 1 is the scattered field by C 1 . E 1/j is the scattered field by C j , and calculated on C 1 . We have N auxiliary sources and M = N collocation points per cylinder, the system (4) have K Equations and N · K unknowns since (3) is verified on just one collocation point per cylinder.
Global Coupling
The linear system (4) traduce that the electric field on each collocation point take into account the contribution of all the auxiliary sources present in the linear array.
Let us consider a collocation point m 1 on C 1 , then:
n j Indexes the auxiliary sources and m j the collocation points on C j , E i/m is the incident electric field evaluated on the collocation point, E 1/m is the auxiliary sources one of C 1 and E 1/j the electric field generated by the auxiliary sources of C j . The first equation of (4) can be written as:
Posing:
Distance between the mth collocation point on C i and the nth auxiliary source on C j .
A n j : Is the nth auxiliary source current on C j . I j = (A n j ; n j ∈ {1, N }) is a column vector of auxiliary sources currents on C j . With:
According to the previous adopted notation, the first Equation of (4) verified on C 1 lead to:
We obtain on C 2 : 
The satisfaction of (3) on every cylinder boundary conducts to N Equations and N ·K unknowns. In fact, that we have K cylinders, the system contains N · K Equations and the final linear system:
Partial Coupling
When the cylinders are identical and equidistant, we can suppose that C j is coupled with C j−1 and C j+1 for 2 ≤ j ≤ K − 1 with C 1 coupled with C 2 and C K coupled with C K−1 . In this case, the auxiliary sources of C j satisfies the boundary conditions only on C j−1 and C j+1 , the system will have this form according the aforementioned analysis.
In addition, the block matrix Z:
Some examples have been chosen from literature to test the validity of the method. Fig. 2 shows the scattered field magnitude versus ϕ direction by a linear array of five conducting cylinders (r = 0.1λ) in near region ρ = 3λ and ρ = 5λ where λ is the free space wavelength. The distance between the centers of adjacent cylinders is 0.75λ. For the two distances, results obtained from global and partial coupling agree very well with the references one. During the implementation, we took into account the difference between the axes origins used in the reference and MAS model. 
